The End-Time
Beast System is
Already in Place
by Jeremy James

- controlled demolition -

The Great Reset is coming rapidly into view. Few are prepared for it. Virtually no-one
seems to appreciate what is heading our way or how it will impact upon all nations of
the earth. In short, it will be Biblical in scope, a true judgment of God upon a sinful,
rebellious, and materialistic world.
The sinister cabal that controls the international banking system and the multinational
corporations have been planning ‘the Great Reset’ for a long time. This is the name
they have given to the sudden, traumatic transformation of the world financial system,
where fiat currencies will disappear and traditional legal concepts like ownership and
personal property will no longer apply.
We discussed the Great Reset in some detail in a previous paper – ‘The Coming Heist
will be Called The Great Reset’ (#235). We also published a more recent paper on
the planned new digital currency – ‘The Online Choke-chain of Financial Control is
About to Go Live’ (#307). Readers may like to refer to these again in light of the new
information set out in this paper.
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Rather than re-examine key elements of the plan, we will launch immediately into a
discussion of important recent disclosures about the Great Reset and show how they
affect the plan as a whole.
As with some of our recent papers, we are obliged to rely on reports from sources which
we are unable to verify. We are sharing the information, subject to this caveat. Readers
are asked to weigh the evidence for themselves. However, given what we already know
from other, verifiable sources, we are confident that the information we are sharing in
this paper is based on real-world developments and cannot be taken lightly.

Why Now? ...Why Not?
The Great Reset could have taken place a few decades ago, but the Luciferian Elite did
not have the technology needed to ensure its success. The requisite technology is now
in place, the backbone of which is an international computer network, similar to the
World Wide Web, which will record, process and store every financial transaction on
earth. There will be no ‘money’ in the conventional sense, other than a digital store of
value on the computer system.

This system, it seems, is known to its developers as CSRQ. Naturally, it has taken a
good deal of IT expertise to build and test. Such expertise is in short supply and the
Elite have been forced to rely on carefully vetted outsiders to develop it. Despite a strict
code of confidentiality, a few members of the international development team, who do
not share the totalitarian ideals of their employers and who have come realize how the
system will actually be used, have been leaking details about its real purpose.

Four Types of Account
Everyone on earth, above a certain (unspecified) age, will have an account on the
CSRQ. Their personal account number would appear to be the same as the Bluetooth
MAC address which was implanted via the Covid injections (We’ll show examples
below). There will be 4 types of account:
1. Sovereign
This category is reserved for gold-card members only, namely the Elite and those who
have been co-opted in recent years to bring about a New World Order. The public will
not be told who these ‘Sovereign’ members are. In total it is estimated that around 8
million Sovereign accounts have been registered to date.
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2. Common
This is the serf category. It will comprise several billion accounts, each holding relevant
statistics on the account holder. Anyone with a Common account will be closely
tracked and his meagre balance (hardly more than a monthly allowance) will be
reduced without warning if he incurs any ‘social credit’ infringements.
3. Restricted
This is a peculiar category which seems to cater for individuals who would ordinarily
qualify as ‘Sovereign’ but who have shown signs of waywardness in recent years. Think
of former Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, who was assassinated recently (by the
Elite) because he did not stick closely to the Covid game plan.
4. Quarantined
These accounts are held by dissidents or people under house arrest. In the same way
that the ‘Restricted’ fail to qualify for ‘Sovereign’, the ‘Quarantined’ fail to qualify for
‘Common’. This category would appear to cater for those who are being ‘re-educated’
and undergoing corrective therapy. Presumably they will have only a limited time to
reform and satisfy the authorities that they are worthy citizens of the new world order.
It is doubtful whether any ‘Quarantined’ account would be active for more than three
years. Being the least productive of all “useless eaters” they will be terminated.

The Vatican Bank
The Pope recently issued an instruction that all funds held by the Holy See and
connected entities should be transferred to the Vatican Bank by end-September 2022.
This request has puzzled observers, but it makes complete sense in the context of the
information leaked about the CSRQ. Seemingly Sovereign account holders will only
receive credit for funds deposited to their account before a given date (presumably a
date close to the start of the Great Reset).
4. La Santa Sede e le Istituzioni
collegate con la Santa Sede che siano
titolari di attività finanziarie e
liquidità, in qualunque forma esse
siano detenute, presso Istituzioni
finanziarie diverse dallo IOR devono
informare lo IOR e trasferirle presso
di esso appena possibile entro 30
giorni dal 1° settembre 2022.

4. The Holy See and the Institutions
connected with the Holy See that are
holders of financial assets and liquidity,
in whatever form they are held, in
financial institutions other than the IOR
must inform the IOR and transfer them
to it as soon as possible within 30 days
from 1 September 2022.

Instruction issued by Pope Francis on 23 August 2022.
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Part of the Papal ‘Rescript’ (instruction) issued on 23
August to the Holy See and connected entities.

Funds placed on deposit will be converted into currency units known as ‘Special
Drawing Rights’ or SDRs. The SDR will become, in effect, the new world currency.
Every Sovereign account holder will receive an SDR balance far in excess of the amount
that he or she placed on deposit in their fiat currency (Euro, US dollar, etc). Thus
someone who put US$50,000 on deposit could receive an SDR balance of ten or
twenty times that figure. This is how Sovereign account holders will be rewarded for
their services to the New World Order. The capital needed to finance this will be found
through the wholesale expropriation of funds held by Common account holders when
the banking system collapses.
This is what we meant by the great “heist” in paper #235, the massive transfer of
wealth from ordinary citizens into the hands of an elite oligarchical class.
When this happens the Middle Class in all countries will cease to exist. We will be back
in the Dark Ages where a small aristocratic class exercised absolute control over a large
serf class. The serfs didn’t even own the land they cultivated or the cottage they lived
in.
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Some of our readers may think this would never work. Well, it has already been tried,
with great success. In 1993, the Russian people were told that their banking system
had collapsed and they had lost all their savings. This was a lie, but they believed it.
The state then compensated the masses by giving them free shares in state-owned
commodity companies (oil, gas, mining etc). The shares were of little use to the
recipients, so they sold them for whatever price they could get. The price, of course,
was a fraction of their real worth. Who bought the shares? The oligarchs, of course. So
a small elite became the legal owners of assets worth a trillion dollars or more.

The vast sums of fiat money printed since the banking crisis of 2008 – which was a
planned event – will ensure that, even if the financial system were to stagger on for a
few more years, the inflationary effect of this unprecedented increase in the money
supply would cause a great deal of pain. But that pain would be far more tolerable than
the suffering which is certain to result from the catastrophe known as the Great Reset.

All fiat currencies will disappear fairly quickly
A currency will automatically lose its value if the banks refuse to accept it. Since there
are no real assets supporting the mountain of fiat currencies already in existence, the
loss of value will be sudden and traumatic. Anything priced in a fiat currency will also
incur a sudden and severe drop in value. Market trading will grind to a halt and stock
values will plummet. In fact, the crisis itself may be triggered by a sudden –
deliberately engineered – collapse in the stock market, prompting fund managers to
transfer as much of their assets into the safest store of value still available. If they all
rush into US dollars, then currencies already under strain, such as the euro or the
Japanese yen, may slide into oblivion.
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A crisis of this kind would normally be addressed by pouring massive amounts of
additional liquidity into the banking system. That was how the crisis of 2008 was
brought under control. This time the authorities – the Federal Reserve and other
central banks – will stand back and allow the crash to run its course. They will do this
because they are ready to launch their CSRQ system, based on an international digital
currency.

The rich will grow richer... far, far richer
The rich won’t suffer because they will already have deposited huge sums in their
CSRQ accounts. As Sovereign account holders, they will become even wealthier when
the crash occurs. The Common account holders, alas, will see their savings wiped out.
This includes pensions, along with shares which cannot be traded because no-one will
be able to buy them. Unlike Sovereign account holders, Common account holders have
no way of transferring any of their cash into the CSRQ. This means they have no way
to prepare for the crisis unless they buy commodities which will continue to be in
demand after the crash occurs. However, even traditional stores of value like silver and
gold may offer only limited protection because the medium of exchange – cash – will
have disappeared.

Universal Basic Income [UBI]
How will governments handle the crisis? The World Bank will at some stage offer to
provide everyone with a modest living allowance. This will mark a considerable fall in
income for virtually everyone, providing only enough to meet basic needs. What is
more, the ‘universal basic income’ (as it is sometimes called) will only be available
through the CSRQ and will be subject to a set of coercive conditions (which we will
discuss shortly).
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There is reason to believe that owners of mortgage-free homes will be obliged to
surrender title to all personal property, including one’s home, before they can qualify
for the UBI. It is not clear what arguments will be used to justify this, or what laws will
be invoked, but there is no doubt that all property, domestic or commercial, will come
under direct state control. The continued existence of inviolable property rights would
only encourage pockets of resistance to develop, in tandem with a barter economy.
Bartering itself may become illegal, possibly on the grounds that it could facilitate
criminal activity, rather like money-laundering.
The World Economic Forum has brazenly boasted that, when the ‘Great Reset’ occurs,
you will own nothing. They mean that literally. They like to add, mockingly, “and you’ll
will be happy.”

How long will the transition take?
How much time will elapse between the break up of the existing system and the fullscale operation of the new one? This is hard to say. The Elite want the masses to suffer,
not only to break their spirit and bring them into subjection, but to get them to the
point where they will demand the radical changes that the Elite have already prepared.
Possible ‘solutions’ will be tossed back and forth in the media, shaping public opinion
and convincing the masses that there is really only one answer, namely the radical
package of reforms proposed by the World Bank and the World Economic Forum.
As strange as it may seem, the vast majority of people will accept the vaccines, the
social credit and carbon scoring systems, the loss of private property, the elimination
of cash, and the tyranny of perpetual online surveillance with all that it entails if it
means they can feed their family, heat their home, and get back to ‘normal’ – albeit the
new normal where the state controls everything.
No doubt the masses will also be gulled with the glorious promise of a bright and
prosperous future once “everything settles down.” They will believe it because they will
gladly grasp at anything that offers some hope for the future. The Elite may also make
psychotropic drugs freely available to placate the masses and enable them to blank out
the harshness of their existence for a few hours a day. Those who fail to maintain a
minimum social credit rating may lose their ration for a period of time. Overall, we will
witness social control and mental conditioning of the most cunning and oppressive
kind.
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Satan wants people to voluntarily enter his ‘kingdom’ and accept his ‘son’ (the
Antichrist). Anyone who refuses to do so will be executed.

Sample screenshots of some Sovereign accounts
The whistleblowers took screenshots of accounts on the CSRQ to show how they work:

This shows account details for Sir Frank P Lowy, founder of Westfield Corporation,
which specializes in developing premier retail infrastructure such as shopping malls.
Lowy, now aged 91, is based in Australia and is estimated to have assets worth over $8
billion. We can see from this screenshot that he has a Sovereign account (naturally),
with no account or asset limits. This means he can accumulate as much wealth as he
likes under the new system.
His unique biometric ID is 87DHJL7003-402. This does not perfectly match the
format of Bluetooth MAC codes but it gets close (See example below, taken from a
standard Internet device, in this instance a MacBook Pro. For a more detailed
discussion of Bluetooth see our paper #295). Clearly, the Sovereign account holders
are willing to be tracked in this way, presumably for identification purposes and to
monitor their safety and security.
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Lowy has an existing SDR balance of $470 million, an astonishing sum. But this will
be greatly multiplied when the system goes live. By the way, Sovereign account holders
will continue to retain ownership of their capital assets – though you probably guessed
that!

This screenshot shows that account holders will be given a ‘Vaccination Status’ and a
‘Carbon Score’. Lowy is ‘Exempt’ from both of these requirements.
The inclusion of Vaccination Status is evidence that participation in the new system
will require account holders – in the Common category – to receive a certain number
of ‘vaccine’ injections. Those who fall behind will probably incur a penalty of some kind
or face removal from the system.
This is proof that the Covid vaccines are part of the plot to enslave humanity.
Sovereigns won’t take them and won’t need them because there is no virus. The
masses, however, will continue to be told that a deadly virus threatens their survival
and that they must take these pernicious ‘vaccines’ to protect themselves.

The ‘carbon footprint’
Conduct deemed incompatible with the ‘Green’ standards set by the authorities will
result in points being deducted from one’s “Carbon Score” (See screenshot above).
Account holders who fall below a designated threshold will lose certain privileges. For
example, attendance at a beach party where a fire was lit could result in the loss of a
bundle of points by everyone in attendance (The GSRQ will be able to identify everyone
who attended). Wood-burning, we are told, produces dangerous greenhouse gases,
and anyone who dares to indulge in such extravagance will be punished.
The so-called carbon score is simply another cynical device to control human behavior.
There are no carbon footprints, just leather jackboots.
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The devil’s Social Score
The system also includes a “Social Score”:

This is similar to the existing Chinese ‘Social Credit’ system, where the activities of 600
million citizens (and possibly many more) are tracked online, 24/7. The more closely
a person adheres to the rigorous code of behavior set by the state, the more points they
will receive. On the other hand, participation in activities which are not viewed with
favor by the state will result in a loss of points. A consistently low Social Score could
result in a fine, details of which will also be included in Common accounts.
Everyone on earth will be tracked by the system and subjected continuously to online
surveillance. Their behavior will be continuously evaluated by AI algorithms to
determine whether the individual is showing dissident tendencies. If so, he or she
could be removed from the Common category and placed in the Quarantined category:
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This Account Type (“Quarantined”) very likely includes the 1.5 million people currently
incarcerated in the United States. The subject in this instance has been assigned $250,
which may comprise his initial UBI balance. The sum in question will not increase
when the system goes live since this person is not in the Sovereign category. The
amount itself is an indication of how little monthly income non-Sovereigns will have
to meet their basic needs. The Elite will stick rigidly to the ‘Iron Law of Wages’,
formulated by David Ricardo. This will ensure that workers will never be paid more
than they need to survive at subsistence level.
The following screenshot shows a value – “V+5” – for Vaccination Status. This may
refer to the number of injections the person has already received. It also gives a value
– 437 – for his Carbon Score:

Some examples of Sovereign account holders
According to the whistleblowers, the Sovereign account holders will be graded within
the Sovereign class by reference to their existing wealth under the current system.
They checked a number of well-known public figures to see whether they were
Sovereign. Boris Johnson, Emmanuel Macron and Angela Merkel were all ‘Sovereign’,
as were ‘conservative’ commentators like Tucker Carlson and Glenn Beck (the
controlled opposition).
See Appendix A for screenshots.
It would appear that every country on earth has signed up to the new system, but some
were reluctant to do so initially until they were guaranteed a better deal. Here is what
the whistleblower, ‘Gideon’, said about India:
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“India was given a lot of promises, now they’re on
board. They weren’t at first. Lots of pieces had to
be moved around to get them on board, now they
are. For all their nationalism, they [their leaders]
didn’t care at all about the people, all they cared
about was that their particular caste system was
going to stay in place and their wealthy citizens
were going to be Sovereigns. It turns out a lot were
going to get moved to Common and they were
furious about it. It was sorted out.”

CONCLUSION
The date fixed for the commencement of the socio-economic revolution known as The
Great Reset would appear to be very close.
The information released by the whistleblowers, at great risk to themselves, confirms
that the Elite have planned a future for all mankind which matches very closely the
one described in the Book of Revelation. The ‘Beast system’ will track all humanity and
will likely require, before very long, that everyone be implanted with a special
microchip device to ensure that they can never escape its non-stop surveillance. The
microchip may also include sophisticated features which enable the ‘Beast’ to directly
influence human behavior. If so, then the “mark of the beast” will connect all humanity
to a hive-like mind which is capable of controlling populations through subliminal
impulses and moving the ‘herd’ as the Master, the Antichrist, decrees.
The period of transition will involve immense social trauma. Civil unrest will escalate
to a level we never thought possible. Mass starvation, especially in urban areas,
appears inevitable. The Sovereigns will make sure they are far from the scene when
the public erupts. Some, it would seem, have bought secure underground bunkers in
undisclosed locations, well stocked with everything they need to live comfortably until
the upheaval subsides. Others, presumably those in the billionaire class, will fly to their
chalets in remote locations, such as the South Pacific, and watch the show unfold on
their high-definition television screens.
We don’t want to dwell on the suffering that this will entail. Even after writing about
these coming events for the past 14 years, we are still unable to comprehend fully how
something so dreadful and so callous could be planned and carried out by any group
of people.
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We need to remind ourselves that the real mastermind behind all of this is Satan
himself. His earthly servants – in particular the eight million Sovereign account
holders – have entered into a covenant with him and allowed his army of demons to
infect their minds and hearts.
The LORD has assured us that this ghastly plan will come to nothing. The Antichrist
will have his predetermined reign of terror – we are certain of that – but just when he
is certain that victory is within his grasp, Jesus Our Lord will return to the earth and
annihilate him and all his forces.
The earth will never have to go through anything like it again.
Jesus will set up his millennium kingdom, appointing rulers – serving under his
authority – to administer every inhabited region of the earth. He will inaugurate an
era of true righteousness, peace and justice. He will also take incredible measures to
heal the land and the sea and restore the earth to its former glory.
After a thousand years of his wonderful leadership, the world will be ready for the great
transformation which our Heavenly Father has prepared.
We would urge our readers to study the Book of Revelation over and over again, even
if they think they know it really well already. Refer also, with great regularity, to the
many prophetic passages found elsewhere in God’s Word which describe the End
Time. We may have read them in times past through the eyes of the Lamb, but we will
see more deeply into their purpose if we bear in mind that Jesus, our Savior, will
descend as a Lion, not a Lamb, on the Mount of Olives.
***
“...he shall eat up the nations his enemies,
and shall break their bones,
and pierce them through with his arrows.
He couched, he lay down as a lion,
and as a great lion:
who shall stir him up?”
- Numbers 24:8-9

_____________
Jeremy James
Ireland
September 5, 2022
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- SPECIAL REQUEST –
Time is running out...
Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website
for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.
For an easy way to download all papers (over 300), please email me.
We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be
obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future
mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following address:jeremypauljames@gmail.com
For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
Copyright Jeremy James 2022
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APPENDIX A

[Newsom is the highly controversial governor of California.]
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[Bolsonaro is the president of Brazil. There are strong indications
that he is not marching in step with the New World Order. This
may account for his categorization under ‘Restricted’.]
***
Readers may wish to check out the following links for information provided by the
whistleblowers. The links may not be operational for much longer:
https://www.woolstangray.eu/the-sovereign-accounts-of-the-rich-andpowerful-exposed/
https://orderofmen.wixsite.com/join
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/#!/search/white%20hat%20hackers/1
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